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A new boundary elements technique for solving plane problems of linear 
elasticity theory is described. The method is based upon the Muskhelishvili 
complex variable representation of the displacement and stress fields 
involving two independent complex functions. These functions are 
represented by complex Cauchy integrals where the path of integration is 
taken around the external boundary of the solid. Two complex density 
functions appearing in the integrands of the Cauchy integrals are repre- 
sented by spline functions and these are determined by the application of 
appropriate boundary conditions. The theory presented is suitable only 
for bounded simply-connected regions. 
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Introduction 
The objective of this paper is to describe a new boundary 
element technique for solving plane linear elasticity prob- 
lems involving bounded simply-connected bodies having 
piecewise smooth but otherwise arbitrary external bound- 
aries. The technique has been applied (details to be 
described in a subsequent paper) to a variety of linear 
elasticity problems and in some cases it has been demon- 
strated that the method is capable of calculating remarkably 
accurate solutions everywhere in the solid, including the 
regions near the external boundary. The stress distribution 
found is perfectly smooth everywhere in the interior of the 
component contrasting sharply with the corresponding 
distributions obtained by the finite element method which 
exhibit discontinuities between the elements. 
The Muskhelishvili’ complex variable representation of 
the stress and displacement fields is used. This involves two 
complex functions which are represented by Cauchy 
contour integrals, the integrands of which depend upon 
complex density functions that must be determined by 
applying appropriate boundary conditions. The key to the 
success of the method in practice is the representation of 
these density functions by spline functions. This paper is 
concerned only with the formulation of numerical 
methods for solving plane elasticity problems. 
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Representation of the displacement and stress 
fields 
Let u and z, denote the displacement components, 
defining the plane deformation of an elastic body, referred 
to a set of rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x,y). For 
infinitesimal deformations the corresponding strain com- 
ponents are defined by the relations: 
au a0 1 au a0 
exx = g eYY = ay exy =- ( 1 -+- 2 ay ax (1) 
For linear elastic solids the strain components are related 
to the stress components uXX, uXy, oyy, uzz as follows: 
Ee, = (1 + V) CJ,, - V(U,, + uyy + uzz) 
EeYY = (1 + v> oyy - v(oXX + oy, + ozz) (2) 
Eexy = (1 + V) uXy 1 
where E and v are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio 
respectively. The shear modulus /J for the material is 
defined by: 
E 
I*=- 
2(1+ V) 
For plane strain conditions (e,, = ezy z e,, = 0) the stress 
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component a,, may be derived using: 
ozz = V(%X + oJJyy) (4) 
and for conditions of generalized plane stress u,, = 0. For 
plane problems of elasticity the remaining non-zero stress 
components u,,, ox,, and a,,,, must satisfy the equations of 
equilibrium specified by: 
au,, aox, -+ ----co a% a% _ -+-- 0 
ax ay ax ay 
The stress distribution must have the property that it can 
be derived from a single-valued displacement distribution 
and a necessary and sufficient condition for this to be 
possible is that the stress components u,, and a,,,, satisfy 
the compatibility equation: 
(6) 
Muskhelishvili’ has shown that the displacement and stress 
fields satisfying the relations (I), (2) (5) and (6) may be 
represented as follows: 
7 - 
2/.J(U + i2’) = K@(Z) - Z@ (Z) - G(Z) (7) 
uazx + uyu = 2w@) + ‘<z>> (8) 
uyy - uXX + 2iu,. = 2 {@“(Z) + $ lz)} (9) 
for any functions $ and 9 of the complex variable z = 
x + iy . The complex conjugate of any function f(z) z 
p(x,~~) -I- iq(x, y) is written: 
The parameter K is related to Poisson’s ratio as follows: 
3-44v plane strain 
K= 
(3 - v)/(l + v) generalized plane stress 
(10) 
If the stress components uXX, ox,, and u,,,, are known at 
a point P on the external surface of a plane body then the 
tractions (S, T) applied at the point P are the following 
functions of these stress components: 
S= uXX cos 0 + uXY sin 0 
T= uX,, cps0 + uyy sin0 1 
(11) 
where 0 is the angle between the outward unit normal n to 
the external surface at the point P and the x-axis as illu- 
strated in Figure 1. It can be shown that:’ 
2(S - iT) = e-“(u, + uYY) - e i8 (u,,,,- u,.. + 2i0,) 
(12) 
and on using equations (8) and (9) it then follows that: 
7 
S-iT = e-‘e{~‘(z)+~(~)}-ee’e{Z~“(z)+ J/‘(z)} (13) 
indicating how the boundary values of the functions G’(z), 
4”(z) and G’(z) are related to the tractions S and Ton the 
external boundary of the body. If the displacement distri- 
bution is known everywhere on the external boundary 
(U, V) then on using equation (7) it is clear that the bound- 
ary condition replacing equation (13) is: 
2p(U + i V) = K@(Z) - zq5 (z) - G(z) (14) 
It is known’ that if either S and T or C’ and I’ are specified 
at every point on the external boundary then the state of 
stress in the interior is unique and can be represented by 
the relations (8) and (9). 
Figure 1 Definition of angle 0 in relation to traction components 
S and T 
b .?=x+,y 
Figure 2 Positive and negative sides of a line L 
Spline functions and Cauchy integrals 
Let L be a single smooth line drawn in the complex plane 
having a specified positive direction as shown by the arrow 
in Figure 2. Let t be any point on L and z = x + iy any 
point in the complex plane lying away from the line L. 
The positive side of the line L lies on the left-hand-side 
when moving along L in the positive direction. The negative 
side of L lies on the right-hand-side as shown in Figure 2. 
Let f(t) be a function of the complex variable t defined on 
L which satisfies the Holder condition, namely, that for 
every pair of points tl and t2 on L there exist values of A 
and X such that: 
If(tz)-f(t~)l‘~AItz-t~lh (15) 
where A > 0 and 0 < h < 1. The value of a Cauchy integral 
is denoted by F(z) and is defined by: 
1 f(t) dt 
F(z)=z - s t-z 
L 
(16) 
The function F(z) is holomorphic (i.e. both analytic and 
single valued) at every point in the complex plane excluding 
the points on the smooth line L. 
The functionf(t) is now represented by the spline 
function: 
f(t) - i A& - tp)’ 
p=1 
E Ctj> tj+l> j= l,...,N (17) 
where tl and tN+i are the end points of the line L and 
where tj,j = 2, . . . , N are other ordered points of L as 
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manipulated to yield the following simple representation 
for the value of the Cauchy integral: Y--t2 
t1 -t-Yx’“” N 
Figure 3 Sub-division of a segment into N elements 
illustrated in Figure 3. The symbol (ti, ti+l) denotes the 
element of L having end points ti and ti+l. Thus the line L 
is divided into N elements and in each element the function 
f(t) is represented by a polynomial of degree 1. The 
functionf(t) and the first I- 1 derivatives are continuous 
everywhere on L; the lth derivative is discontinuous at the 
points t2, t3, . . . , tN. At the end point tl the function f(t) 
and its first 1 - 1 derivatives are all zero. It is of interest to 
investigate the consequences of demanding that a similar 
behaviour is encountered at the other end tN+i of L. The 
complex coefficients A,, p = 1, . . . , N of the spline func- 
tion (17) must then satisfy the end conditions: 
c” Ap(t~+l -Q-L 0 r=O,l,... ,I-1 (18) 
p=1 . 
Consider now the function: 
g(z) = 2 Ap(Z - tp)’ 
p=1 
(19) 
On making use of the binomial theorem it can be shown 
that: 
N 
’ 1 Ap(tN+I - t~)~ 
p=1 
The relations (18) then assert that: 
g(z) = (z - fN+l)’ f A, 
p=1 
W) 
Thus if the complex coefficients A, satisfy the equations 
(18) then: 
2 A,(z-tp)r-(~-tp,-+J f A, r=O,...,l (21) 
p=1 p=l 
for all values of z lying in the complex plane. The identities 
(21) are extremely important relations that will be used 
extensively in subsequent developments. 
The spline function (17), where the coefficients A,, 
p= l,..., N satisfy the end conditions (!8), is now sub- 
stituted into the integrand of the Cauchy integral (16) 
‘where L is the smooth line shown in Figure 3 having end- 
points ti and tN+l. The value of the Cauchy integral may 
therefore be expressed in the form: 
F(z) = $ .$ 
..,;r a,@ - 0 
dt (22) 
I i s t-z 
fi 
By making use of the relations (21) it is shown in 
Appendix 1 that the expression (22) may be integrated and 
a 3 ?- f Ap(.z - tp)’ In 
2+ p=i 
(23) 
The branches of the logarithmic terms in equation (23) 
must be chosen so that their values tend to zero as lz 1 tends 
to infinity. Furthermore when defining the logarithmic 
function involving tp and tN+l the complex plane must be 
cut along L from tp to tN+l; similarly for every other 
logarithmic function appearing in the expression (23). The 
value of the Cauchy integral defined by equation (23) then 
has the desired behaviour at infinity and it is single-valued 
at every point z in the complex plane excluding the line L. 
The function F(z) is discontinuous across the line L in a 
manner consistent with the well known Plemelj formula. 
When expression (23) is differentiated m times it can be 
shown, using the relations (21) that: 
rn = l,...,l (24) 
It should be noted that the function F!‘)(z) has logarithmic 
singularities at the points z = t,,p = 1, . . . , N + 1. In 
Appendix 2 it is shown how the real and imaginary parts of 
the functions F(z), F(*)(z), m = 1, . . . , I may be calculated 
when the coefficients A,, p = 1, . . . ,1 are eliminated using 
the end conditions (18). 
By making use of the expansion: 
valid for large enough values of lz 1, and the binomial expan- 
sion: 
it can be shown that the expression (23) for F(z) may be 
expanded in the form, valid as lz I+ 00: 
F(z)=qj (s- l>!l! (-OS 
2xi S=l (I+ s)! (z - tN+$ 
N 
X c Ap(tN+l- tp)‘+s (25) 
p=1 
where use has also been made of the end conditions (18). 
This expansion does in fact follow from equation (22) for 
any values of the parameters A,, p = 1, . . . , N. The expan- 
sion (25) represents the expression (23) only if the end 
conditions (18) are satisfied. It is deduced that the value 
F(z) of the Cauchy integral (16) is such that: 
as lz I + 00’ k>l 
if and only if: ) (26) 
iI Apkv+l - tp)q=O q=l+ l,...,Z+k 
I 
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A new numerical method for solving stress analysis 
problems 
In the second section the stress and displacement distribu- 
tions in an elastic body were represented in terms of two 
complex functions 4(z) and G(z) (see equations (7-9)). In 
the third section it was shown how the value of the Cauchy 
integral (16) could be calculated when the integrand was 
represented by a spline function of the form (17) subject to 
the end conditions (18). The objective now is to exploit 
the general theory presented in the third section and the 
complex representation of stress and displacement distribu- 
tions described earlier, in order to develop a versatile 
numerical method of solving boundary value problems 
posed by the theory of linear elasticity. 
The basis of the numerical method is to represent the 
functions #(z) and $(z) by Cauchy integrals where the 
path of integration is taken clockwise around the external 
boundary L of the simply-connected elastic body. Thus: 
L L 
for points z lying inside the closed contour L. 
The contour L is divided into n segments L,, r = 1,. . . , n, 
which are determined by the geometry of the elastic body 
and by the boundary conditions imposed. As an example 
consider the notched bar illustrated in Figure 4 to which a 
uniform tensile stress is applied at its ends. The external 
boundary is divided into six segments such that the seg- 
ment L, lies between the points P, and P,+r as shown in the 
Figure. The segments Lr and L5 lie between two sharp 
corners and are subjected to normal applied tractions. The 
segments L2, L4 and L6 also lie between sharp corners but 
they are everywhere stress-free. The remaining segment Ls 
is also stress-free lying between sharp corners and describ- 
ing the geometry of the notch. If displacement components 
were specified over part of the segment L6 then L6 would 
s 1 ’ T T T TP, 
I I I 1 
L1 
“1 1 1 1 1” 
Figure 4 Sub-division of external boundary of a notched bar into 
segments L !, L 2, . , L, 
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have to be divided into three segments; two being stress- 
free and the third subjected to specified displacements. 
Having decided, for a given problem, upon the locations of 
the various segments required, to account for geometrical 
features and for the boundary conditions, the segments are 
then sub-divided into elements. Let the positions of the 
y1 forms the closed contour L. It should be noted that, 
whilst it is convenient to associate segments with corners 
and changes of boundary condition, the analysis presented 
in this paper does not take proper account of such features. 
The complex functions./(t) and g(t) appearing in the 
Cauchy integral (27) are now represented by: 
f(t) = fo(f) + f: @(t - g)’ t E (ficy), fpJ 
p=1 I j=l,..., WI (28) g(t)=g()(t)+ ~$qt-t~))” r= l,...,n p=l 
where the symbol (t,“‘), $;I) denotes the element of the 
segment L, lying between the points tf’) and tj:\. The 
functions f,, and g,, of the complex variable t are analytic 
both on and everywhere inside the contour L and they will 
be specified later. The complex coefficients A$), Bf), 
p= l,..., N(r), r = 1, . . , n are unknowns of the problem 
to be determined from the boundary conditions and the 
conditions: 
N(r) 
N(r) ( (r) c Bpr)(tN(,)+l - tp)* = 0 
p=1 
q= l,..., l,r= l,..., n (29) 
ensuring that the spline functions specified for each seg- 
ment have the same analytical properties at both ends of 
each segment. It should be noted that the conditions (29) 
corresponding to 4 = 1 for the coefficients Bg) are not in 
fact conditions of this type. They have been imposed 
simply for reasons of mathematical convenience. 
The general theory presented in the previous section and 
Cauchy’s theorem assert that the substitution of equation 
(28) in equation (27) making use of the conditions (29) 
leads to the following representations for the complex 
functions G(z) and G(z): 
@l(z) = -fo(z) + & $ NyAL’(Z - tpy 
Y 1 p=1 
x In (‘~~~‘] 
l&)=-go(z) + & < Y)Bf’(z - tpp 
r 1 p=1 
x In (2;$$+‘] 
(30) 
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where the point z must lie inside the contour L describing 
the external surface of the body. The negative sign preced. 
ing the functionsf,, and g0 is required because the contour 
L is described in a clockwise direction. On differentiating 
(30) m times it follows, using the result (24), that for 
m= l,...,l: 
go(z) appearing in the representation (30) have the forms: 
f$‘“‘(z) = -J)(“)(z) 
I 
+’ 
2ni & $ T$)@ . Y 1 p-1 
X (z-t~))zPmln 
Y I 
L(r)+1 
z - tp 
andform= 1,.,.,1-l: 
G’“‘(z) = -gim”‘(z) 
xln[‘y%‘] 
It should be noted from the expressions (31) that the 
complex functions G(“)(z) and I$(~+~)(z) are identical in 
form for all values m = 0, . . . , 2 - 1. It then follows from 
expression (7) that both the functions h(z) and $(z) contri- 
bute to the singularities of the (I - 1)th derivatives of the 
displacement components u and v at the points tg), 
p=l,... ,N(r), r = 1, . . . , n on the external boundary. 
From equations (8) and (9) it follows that G(z) and g(z) 
also both contribute to the singularities of the’ (I - 2)th 
derivatives of the stress components u,,, uY,, and a,,, at the 
same points. Experience has shown that considerable 
benefits result when arranging for the representation to 
have this property. 
The complex coefficients Ag), Bg), p = 1, . . , N(r), 
r= l,..., n are now expressed in the form: 
A$) = af) + jog) 
B$) = .yf) + is:) I p= l,..., N(r),r= l,..., ~(32) 
indicating that the rth segment of the contour L can be 
associated with the 4N(r) real unknowns c$), @I, 7:) and 
sg,,,= 1 
I’ . . . “d”, p = 
, N(r). The unknowns $1, or), rg) and 
, . . . , 1 can, however, be eliminated by making 
use of relations of the type (A5) which can be derived from 
the conditions (29). The result is that the representation 
(30) of the functions $(z) and G(z) involves the following 
number of unknowns: 
4 f (N(r)--l) =4(N-nnl) 
1 r=1 I 
where N is the total number of elements into which the 
contour L is divided. It is convenient to choose the 
unknowns so that boundary conditions are satisfied at 
two points on each element. Since two boundary con- 
ditions are specified at each point (see relations (13) or 
(14)) 4N linear algebraic equations result involving 
4(N - nZ) unknowns..A further 4nl unknowns are now 
introduced by specifying that the functionsfo(z) and 
fo(z) = - f (c$ + iP~>(z - tOIP 
p=1 
go(z) = - z (7; + iSL)(z - t0)P--l I (33) p=1 
where the real quantities 4, $,, 7; and 6L,p = 1, . , nl 
are the additional 4nl unknowns and to is any point in the 
complex plane. 
The relations (30), (32) and (33) assert that the com- 
plex functions G(z) and J/(z) appearing in the relations 
(7)-(9) are being represented by the forms: 
G(z) = p$l (a; + $)(z - tOIP 
+ -& $ Nf” (c$) + iflf)) (z - tg)) 
Y 1 p=1 
I 
z - to9 
x In N(r)+1 
z - tp I 
$(z) = f (7; + i6b)(z - to)P-l 
p=1 
+ -& $ Nf’($) + iSf))(z - tg))r-l 
r 1 p=1 
x In {‘r?i+l] 
(34) 
(35) 
In practice it is convenient to choose to to be one of the 
points on the contour L separating two adjacent elements, 
e.g. to = t(l). On using equation (32) the conditions (29) 
are written: 
W-1 
1 (as) + i (’ t(’ &I % N(r)+1 - $‘)’ = 0 
p=1 q=l ,...> 1 
N(r) r= l,...,n 
1 (rf’ + i6~))(t&.j+l - $3, = 0 
p=1 
(36) 
This completes the derivation of one possible representa- 
tion for the complex functions G(z) and $(z) involving the 
following real unknown quantities: 
cp, pp, $‘, I$) p= 1, . . . ,N(r),r= l,..., n 
($A$, $9 6; P=l,...,nl 
which are to be determined by applying two boundary con- 
ditions at 2N different points on the contour L and making 
use of the 4nl equations which can be obtained by separat- 
ing equation (36) into real and imaginary parts. The corre- 
sponding representations for the displacement and stress 
components are obtained by substituting the relations (34) 
and (35) into the expressions (7)-(9). The resulting 
equations are far too complex for inclusion in this paper. 
Use may, however, be made of the analysis presented in 
Appendix 2 which can be applied in turn to each of the n 
segments constituting L. 
When applying the boundary conditions a choice must 
be made for the collocation points at which the boundary 
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figure 5 Position of collocation points P, and P, onpth element 
conditions are to be satisfied exactly. Two such points are 
to be chosen for each element on the external boundary 
of the elastic body. Consider that element lying between 
the adjacent points tp and tp+l as shown in Figure 5. The 
distance measured along the element from tp is denoted by 
S and the length of the element is Zp. The collocation 
points for this element are chosen at distances S = Z,/4 and 
S = 31,/4 from the end-point tp which are the points P1 
and Pa shown in Figure 5. Thus if a series of consecutive 
elements are of equal length then their collocation points 
are equally spaced along that part of the contour L. 
For each segment of the contour L describing the 
external boundary of the elastic solid boundary conditions 
of two different types will be considered, namely: 
(i) displacement components U and Vare 
specified 
(ii) traction components S and Tare specified 
(37) 
The components U, V, S and T, corresponding to the 
representations (34) and (35) for the complex functions 
4(z) and $(z), may be calculated using the relations (13) 
and (14). The application of boundary conditions of the 
form (37) then leads to a set of 4N linear algebraic equa- 
tions determining the values of the 4N unknowns: 
a~),@,‘+),$),$‘) p=Z+l,..., N(r),r=l,..., n 
c#$&&J p=l , . . . , nl 
These equations are solved numerically using standard 
methods. 
Having determined the values of these parameters corre- 
sponding to a certain set of boundary conditions the next 
stage is to calculate the values of the parameters: 
af),$),$),68) p=l, . . . . I,r=l,.._, n 
using the relations of the type (AS) which can be derived 
from the conditions (36). It then follows from equations 
(34) and (35), together with the analysis presented in 
Appendix 2, that the values of the complex functions 6(z) 
and G(z) can be calculated at any point z in the elastic 
body. The corresponding displacement and stress com- 
ponents at the point z are then obtained using the funda- 
mental relations (7)-(9). 
Consider now the special case when: 
$-G> = (011 +W(x + iy) 
G(z) = y1 1’ iSI + (yz + i&)(x + iy) 1 
(38) 
On substituting in the relations (7)-(9) it can be shown 
that: 
It should be noted that the stress distribution is inde- 
pendent of the parameters &, y1 and 6i. Thus, if a problem 
is being solved, using linear terms of the form (38) for 
which the tractions S and Tare specified at all the colloca- 
tion points on the external boundary L of the elastic solid, 
then a singular rnatrix will result when solving the linear 
set of algebraic equations unless precautions are taken. If, 
however, the displacement components U and I/ are 
specified at the collocation points of one or more of the 
segments of the external boundary L then linear terms of 
the form (38) can be used in the representations (33) for 
the functionsfe and go. However, it is essential that the 
parameter K, defined by equation (lo), is not equal to 
unity as a singular matrix would again result. It is worth 
noting from equation (10) that for plane strain conditions 
K = 1 when Poisson’s ratio v = l/2, i.e. when the material 
is incompressible. In practice the condition - 1 < v < l/2 is 
always satisfied and it is clear from (10) that the parameter 
K is always greater than unity for both plane strain and 
generalized plane stress conditions. 
It is clear that the stress distribution corresponding to 
the representations (34) and (35) is independent of the 
parameters &, 7; and 6; and thus when solving problems 
where the tractions are specified at all points on the external 
boundary steps must be taken to prevent the occurrence of 
a singular matrix when determining the unknowns of the 
problem. One method is to replace the exponent p - 1 
appearing in the relations (33) and (35) by p. The corre- 
sponding stress distribution is then independent of just one 
of the unknowns, namely pi. It is a simple matter to set 
this value to zero and to construct a set of 4N - 1 linear 
algebraic equations for the remaining 4N - 1 unknowns 
of the problem. Obviously one of the boundary conditions 
applied at any one of the 2N collocation points must be 
relaxed. 
Another representation for the complex functions 
G and J/ 
The representation for the complex functions 4 and J/ 
introduced in the previous section has the property that 
the corresponding stress field is such that the (I - 2)th 
derivatives of the stress components are logarithmically 
singular at each of the nodes t;r), j = 1, . . . , N(r) + 1, 
r=l,... , n. In order to achieve this property at the end 
points t$.j+l, r = 1, . . . , n of the segments it was neces- 
sary to impose the conditions (29). This restricts the 
number of degrees of freedom of the representation and 
limits the number of problems that can be solved accura- 
tely. Experience has shown that significant benefits result 
if less restrictive end conditions are imposed and an alterna- 
tive representation for $ and $ is used. The alternative 
approach will now be described. 
The displacement and stress fields are expressed in the 
form: 
2c((u + iv) = : {KF,(z) - (z - t&)+J F:(Z) 
r=1 
- G,(z)> (40) 
(JXX + oyy = 2 i {F,!(z) + F;(z)) (41) 
V=l 
ayy -- Exx + 2iu,, 
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= 2 f {(z - $,),J F:‘(z) + c:(z)> (42) 
r=1 = jom!(lll m)! (Z - ${r)+Jm W-t;~r)+l) 
where : 
N(r) +?l$$% - $?Y 
27riF,(z) = 1 
s 
dt 
t-z 
(43) 
i=l *!r) 
J 
and 
N(r) ‘i’:i jl Bp(t 7 tp>- 
2niG,(z) = 1 
s 
dt 
t-z 
(44) 
i=l $) 
By comparing equations (7)-(9) with the relations (40)-(42) 
it follows that the complex functions @J(Z) and Jl(z) are given 
by: 
+J(z) = i F,(z) (45) 
r=1 
Hz) = i G(z) - f$)+,F:(z)) (46) 
r=1 
indicating that the alternative representation is consistent 
with that of Muskhelishvili.’ Using the analvsis nresented 
in Appendix 1 it can be shown that: - _ 
N(u) (r) 27+,_(z) = C A, (z - tg))’ In 
p=1 
(” ;%+1] 
+ Nf) Af)(Z - $,, 
p=1 
x il m!(lzAm,! m 1 
(--lIrn 
27riG,(z) = 1 BP’ (z - tf))‘-‘ln 
W-1 () 
p=1 (rtO I 
z _“:ryl 
F 
NO-) 
+ C Bg)(z - $))l-1 
p=1 
[ 
I-l 
x c 
(1- l)! (- 1r 
m=lm!(Z- l-m)! m 
x ((‘~~~$‘~- i)] 
(47) 
(48) 
The expressions (47 and (48) are logarithmically singular 
1 at the end-points t$(r)+I, r = 1, . . . , n and end conditions 
must be applied to prevent this behaviour,, ” 
In order to consider end conditions appropriate for the 
function F,(z) it is useful to write: 
ln(z - t&)+1) Ni’ A~)(z - $‘I:‘)’ 
p=1 
N(r) C Ap ctN(r)+l- tt)>r-m (r) (r) 
p=1 
and to demand that: 
N(r) 
C AZl)(t$)r)+l - $p7+1= 0 
p=1 
q= 1, . ..) i+ l,r= l,...,n (49) 
It then followed that for r = 1, . . . , n: 
ln(z - t$)r,+l) Ni’ A~)(z - tg))’ 
p=1 
= O{(z - t$$rj+l)i+l ln(z - t$&,+l)l 
as z + t@) Ncrj+l and singularities in the stress field at the end- 
points are avoided if i is selected to be greater than zero. 
The form of the representation (40)-(42) for the displace- 
ment and stress fields does in fact allow the replacement of 
the conditions: 
Nf’ Ag)(t(‘) 
N(r)+1 
_ ,g,>r-1 = 0 I= l,...,n 
p=1 
by the less restrictive conditions: 
Re Nf’ _,$)(t(‘) 
N(r)+1 
p=1 
r= 1, . . ..n (50) 
and yet retain a bounded displacement and stress represen- 
tation. Such a relaxation of the end conditions then leads 
to an improved treatment of a sharp corner and of a dis- 
continuity in tractions applied to the boundary, provided 
that the direction of one of two neighbouring segments is 
reversed. This aspect will be discussed in more detail in a 
subsequent paper. 
For the function G,(z), end conditions are imposed of 
the form: 
Nf’ Bj’.)(t&$+, - $))‘-q = 0 
p=1 
q= 1, . . . ,I+ l,r= 1, . ..) n (51) 
and again singularities in the stress field at the end-points 
are avoided if I > 0. It follows from the relations (40)-(42) 
that it should be advanfhgeous to arrange for the functions 
Fr(z) and G,(z) to have a similar behaviour as the end- 
points t&.j+l,r 41, . . . , n are approached. This is achieved 
by selecting the parameters i and I, appearing in the end 
conditions (49) and (5 l), so that i = I and 0 < i < 1 - 2. 
Because some of the unknowns, At), Bf),p = 1, . . . , 
N(r),r=l,..., n can be eliminated using end conditions 
of the type (49) and (5 l), it is advantageous to introduce 
additional unknowns by adding to the complex functions 
G(z) and G(z) defined by equations (45) and (46) the poly- 
nomials appearing in equations (34) and (35). The upper 
limit nl of the summation must, however, be replaced by 
n(i + 1). The analysis then proceeds in exactly the same 
manner as described in the previous section. This com- 
pletes the brief description of an alternative approach 
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which experience has shown to be more flexible than that 
described earlier. 
Accounting for symmetry 
Many practical problems have symmetry? about the x 
and/or y axes and considerable computational time reduc- 
tions are possible if the representations used have the 
appropriate symmetry. When solving problems having 
symmetry about the x-axus it is useful to define new 
functions a2,, Y = 1, . . , n such that: 
Q.(z) = zFi(z) - Fr(z) + G,(z) 
and to consider representation (40)-(42) as: 
(52) 
2&L + iv) = i &F,(z) -F,(z) 
r=1 
-2&F;(z) - S&(z) } (53) 
@xx +uyy = 2 2 {F;(z) + F)!(z)) 
r=1 
OYY - uxx + 2io,, 
= 2 i {-2&F:‘(z) + a;(z)) 
r=1 
(54) 
(55) 
It is much easier to construct symmetrical representations 
using the relations (53)-(55) rather than using (40)-(42). 
In order to introduce symmetry about the y-axis such 
that: 
4x2) = 4x,-v> Q>Y) = -4x,-v> 
the functions F,.(z) and !&(z) appearing in the representa- 
tion (53)-(55) are simply replaced by F,(z) + F&z) and 
an,(z) + d,(z) respectively, where for any functionf(z) of 
the complex variable z: f(z) =f(~). The additional un- 
knowns $, and SL introduced in the relations corresponding 
to expressions (34) and (35), and the complex number to 
can now be set to zero. If there is also symmetry about the 
y-axis so that in addition: 
u(x,.JJ) = -u(-X>Y) Q,Y) = v(-XJ) 
the functions F,(z) and L&(z) are replaced respectively by: 
F,(z) + F,(z) - F,(-z) - F,(-z) 
and tN+l 
fly(z) + fir(z) - Qn,(-z) - fi2,(- z) X 
s 
(t -z)“-1 dt 
The parameters a;,, rh, _-1, m = 1, 2, . . must in addition 
be set to zero in the relations corresponding to expressions 
(34) and (35). 
Conclusion 
The use of the Cauchy integral representation (27) for the 
complex functions 4(z) and G(z), appearing in the 
Muskhelishvili representation (7)-(9) for the displacement 
and stress components, has led to extremely useful results 
which can be exploited when developing a numerical 
method of solving problems of linear elasticity. When 
t A more general approach to this problem will be covered in Part 2 
of this paper. 
the density functionsf’(t) and g(t) are represented by spline 
functions of the form (28), subject to the conditions (29), 
use can be made of the results derived earlier. The value 
of the Cauchy integral (16) has the simple form (23) which 
can be calculated exactly using the methods described in 
Appendix 2. Furthermore, the derivatives of the Cauchy 
integral (24) are of a similar simple form and readily 
calculated. This property of the representation is particu- 
larly useful when solving linear elasticity problems because 
the Muskhelishvili relations (7)-(9) involve the complex 
function G(z) and its first two derivatives and the function 
G(z) and its derivative. A less restrictive representation is 
described later which, although more complicated, does 
solve a wider variety of boundary value problems. 
The new technique described in this paper has been used 
to solve several boundary value problems of linear elasticity 
theory. Some problems have been solved with great accu- 
racy whilst others have produced solutions which are 
sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. The details of 
these calculations will be presented in a subsequent paper. 
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Appendix 1 
In order to establish the result (23) from the expression 
(22) for the value of the Cauchy integral use is made of the 
expansion: 
(t - t,)‘= f: 
I! 
,~om~(z_m),~f-Zrl(Z--fP)z-m 
On substituting in expression (22) it follows that: 
27TiF(z) = f Ap(Z -fp)’ 
tN+l dt 
- 
p=1 s t-z 
fP 
tP 
Integration then leads to: 
27riF(z) = f Ap(z - tp)’ 1 
p=1 
where : 
(z _ tp)I-m (--1)” 
m 
x {(z - tN+dm - (z - t,Yi] 
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and where the quantities Xpk, pk Y satisfy the equations: 
I 
2 P; Wplc cos 4Yp - Ypk sin qyp) = pft sin 4yk 
p=1 
which may also be written in the form: 
E(Z) = i 
I! (--l)m 
,,,m!(l- m)! m 
x (Z-fN+l)m f Ap(Z-tp)[-” 1 p=1 
- ; Ap(z - t,)i) 
p=1 
When the end conditions (18) are imposed the identities 
(21) are valid and their use leads to the conclusion that 
E(Z) G 0 with the result that: 
27~iF(z) = t Ap(z - tp)’ In 
p=1 
Appendix 2 
Consider the complex function derived from the Cauchy 
integral (16): 
27+7(z) = f Ap(z - fp)’ In 
p=1 
(Al) 
where A, = CK~ + $,, p = 1, . . , ,N (ap, flp are real quanti- 
ties) are complex coefficients satisfying the end conditions 
(18), namely: 
: ApCiv+1- tpYJ = 0 q= l,...,l (A2) 
p=l 
Now introduce parameters pp , yp , p = 1, . . . , N such that: 
tN+l - t, E pp eiyP p= l,...,N 643) 
Substitution in equation (A2) then leads to the relations: 
jJ p$bp cost, - Pp sinm,) = 0 I 
p=l 
q=l ,..*> 1 
f Pz tap sin 4yp + $ cosqyp) = 0 
p=l I 
(A4) 
It is convenient if the quantities up, flp, p = 1, . . . ,1 are 
expressed in terms of the quantities lyp, flp, p = 2 + 1,. . . , N. 
It can be shown that: 
Qlp = c bkxpk+ PkXpk) 
k=l+l 
& = f bkYpk+flkYpk) 
k=I+l 
where the quantities Xpk,Ypk satisfy the linear algrebraic 
equations: 
I 
c P; hpk c”sq-fp - ypk sin qyp) = -& c”s qyk 
p=1 
1 
c Pz bpk sin q*/p +Ypk cos qrp} = -P% sin q?k 
p=1 
q= l,...,Z k=l+l,...,N 
(A6) 
; P;H pk sinqyp + Ypk cosqyp)=-& cosqyk 
p=1 
q=l,...,l k=I+l,...,N 
(A7) 
Introduce the parametersrp, Gp,,p = 1,. . . ,N+ 1 such 
that: 
z - tp = rp e’3 p=1,...,zV+1 (A8) 
and write: 
p=l,...,N (A9) 
It is shown in Appendix 3 how the real quantities qp, 
p = 1, . . . , N may be determined. On making use of the 
relations (21), (A8) and (A9) it can be shown that the 
expression (Al) for the complex function F(z) may be 
written in the form: 
2&‘(z) = z” A,@, + ‘vp) 
p=1 
WO) 
whereforp= l,...,N: 
up = rX+1 lnrN+l cos @N+1 
-rf,{ln rp cos Qp + 7jp sin lGpP) 
InrN+l sinl@N+l 
(All) 
- r: {ln rp sin lep - qp cos II$~} I
Since A, = ap + ifip, p = 1, . . . ,N, it then follows that 
(AlO) may be expressed in the form: 
27rF(z) = F (apVp + $u,) + i 2 (-apup + flpvp) 
p=1 p=1 
W2) 
Consider now any quantity A of the form: 
N 
A= 5 apip+ C llpip (A13) 
p=l p=1 
where i = (i,, iz, . . . , iN) and j = (jl, jz, . . . ,jN) are known 
real quantities. By making use of the relations (A5) to 
eliminate the parameters crp, $,p = 1, . . . , l;.it can be 
shown that the expression (A13) for A may be rewritten in 
the form: 
k=I+l k=l+l 
where: 
Ik(id = ik + f: cipXpk + jpypk) 
p=1 
k=z+l,...,N 
Jk(id =jk + f: (ipxpk +!pypk> 
p=1 
(A151 
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This elimination procedure is now applied to the expres- 
sion (AI 2) for F(z) with the result that: 
whereu=(ur,ua ,..., UN)andv=(vr,vs ,..., vN). 
By making use of the result (24) the mth derivative of 
the complex function F(z) may be written: 
2d+)(z) = k$t, {ak~,(dm), .@)) 
+ &&(dm), @))} 
N 
+ i c (ak~k(-u(m), dm)) 
k=Itl 
where : 
+ flkJk(-d*), dm))> 
ZP) = (tp, up), . . . ) up J) 
dm) = <?I$“‘, up, . . . ) ujp) 
andwhereforp=l,..., N,m=l,..., I: 
= rN+l ‘-m ln rNtl co@ - m) GN+l 
- rLPm{ln rP cos(l - m) $p 
+ 77p W-m) Gpl 
(l--m)! v$m) 
Z! 
= ‘Ntl ‘-m ln rN+1 sin@ - m) $N+r 
-rLpm(lnrp sin(l-m)& 
- r), cos(l - m) tiPI 
(A17) 
6418) 
Appendix 3 
The quantities qP, p = 1, . . , N defined by expression 
(A9) and appearing in the formulae (Al 1) and (Al 8) are 
not simply given by: 
np = @Ntl- @+.J p= l,...,N 
as the relation (A8) would seem to imply. The logarithmic 
term (A9) is in general multi-valued such that: 
qp = #Ntl - tip + 2nn n=0,*1,+2,... 
The value of qp, which depends upon z, must however be 
single valued everywhere in the complex plane apart from 
those parts L, of the contour L lying between the points 
tp and tN+r, as shown in Figure 6. The value of np must 
also tend to zero as lzl + 00. In order to ensure that op is 
single valued the complex plane is cut along the line L, . 
The quantity np is discontinuous across the line L, such 
z 
-7P lp=O 
,4e, ’ 
‘de /. 
% 
n-? 
-ve regron x tp+1 
I 
\ +ve regm 
.? 
Figure 6 
of z 
Relation of qp to angles drawn for three different values 
that its value increases by 2n when passing across L, from 
the negative side to the positive side of the line. The correct 
value of qp, tending to zero as lzl + m, is obtained by 
relating qp to the angle between the lines joining tp to z 
and tN+l to z as shown in Figure 6. Three different posi- 
tions of z are shown indicating just how the value of qp is 
related to this angle. When z lies in the positive region 
shown in Figure 6 then qp is equal to the angle subtended 
at z but when z lies in the negative region vp is the negative 
of the angle. 
The only practical difficulty encountered when calcu- 
lating vp for a given value of z is deciding which branch to 
choose with respect to the cut along L, from t, to tN+l. It 
is convenient to express: 
77p = ; tj 
i’P 
where : 
p= l,...,N (AI9) 
$j=@j+l-@j+flfnj nj=O,-+1,-+2,... (A20) 
The integer nj is chosen so that $j + 0 as lzl + m for 
j=l , . . , N. The required value of .$ is interpreted as an 
angle as shown in Figure 7 where the complex plane is cut 
only along the line of the boundary element joining the 
point tj to the point tj+r. The advantage of expressing vp 
as a sum of the quantities Z$ becomes apparent when the 
elements are straight lines or arcs of circles. 
When the element joining tj to tj.+l is a straight line the 
value of tj must lie between -rr and rr and for a given value 
of z the integer nj in equation (A20) is chosen so that k 
has this property. For elements which are arcs of circles 
two cases must be distinguished as illustrated in Figure 8 
where 2oj is the angle subtended by the act at the centre 
of the circle. 
For the first case the centre of the circles lies on the right- 
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,Sj'O 
Figure 7 Relation of [j to angles drawn for two different values 
of2 
hand-side when moving along the arc from ti to ti+l and 
[j must lie in the range: 
-n-+~iGr-oli (A21) 
For the second case the centre of the circle lies on the left- 
hand-side when moving along the arc from tj to tj+l and gj 
must then lie in the range: 
Thus if the element joining tj to tj+l is a circular arc then Ej 
is calculated from equation (A20) where the integer ni is 
chosen so that either equation (A21) or (A22) is satisfied. 
For straight line elements aj = 0 and the conditions (A21) 
and (A22) reduced to the single condition: 
a Z b 
~~~~~~ 8 tj in terms 0f angles for special case of circular arc 
elements 
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